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Syllabus

Course Overview

This course introduces you to basic evaluation terminology and established standards that guide program evaluation. It also introduces you to
appreciative inquiry (AI) as a data collection method. It is a project-based, hands-on, and highly practical course for those who will be responsible for
conducting program evaluation or hiring others to conduct it, particularly in the context of adult education.

On completion of this course, you will have a basic understanding of how to conduct program evaluation. Your knowledge will include an understanding
of how to apply professional evaluation standards, how to develop and implement both interview and survey instruments, and how to use AI as a method
to collect data. You will demonstrate these outcomes through a course project that consists of both a formal plan and a presentation for a specific
audience.

Course Competencies

To successfully complete this course, you will be expected to:

Course Prerequisites

There are no prerequisites for this course. 

Formulate assessment and evaluation strategies into a program evaluation plan for adult education to promote
continuous quality improvement.

1

Apply appreciative inquiry concepts and techniques to the practice of evaluation.2

Apply the program evaluation standards of the Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation to program
evaluation.

3

Communicate in a manner that is scholarly, professional, and consistent with expectations for members of the education
profession.

4
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Required

The materials listed below are required to complete the learning activities in this course.

Integrated Materials

Many of your required books are available via the VitalSource Bookshelf link in the courseroom, located in your Course Tools. Registered learners in a
Resource Kit program can access these materials using the courseroom link on the Friday before the course start date. Some materials are available
only in hard-copy format or by using an access code. For these materials, you will receive an email with further instructions for access. Visit the Course
Materials page on Campus for more information.

Course Pack

These required readings are in a digital course pack on the VitalSource platform, available via the VitalSource Bookshelf link in the courseroom,
located in your Course Tools.
McNamara, C. (2006). Part III: Program evaluation. In Field guide to nonprofit program design, marketing and evaluation (4th ed., pp. 89–
114).Minneapolis, MN: Authenticity Consulting.

Book

Yarbrough, D. B., Shulha, L. M., Hopson, R. K., & Caruthers, F. A. (2011). The program evaluation standards: A guide for evaluators and evaluation
users (3rd ed.). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications. ISBN: 9781412989084.

Library

The following required readings are provided in the Capella University Library or linked directly in this course. To find specific readings by journal or book
title, use Journal and Book Locator. Refer to the Journal and Book Locator library guide to learn how to use this tool.

• Axelson, R. D., & Flick, A. (2009). Sustaining assessment: A post-epidemiological approach using the program evaluation standards. Assessment
Update, 21(3), 5–7.

• Christie, C. A. (2006). Appreciative inquiry as a method for evaluation: An interview with Hallie Preskill. American Journal of Evaluation, 27(4), 466–
474.

• Fleischer, D. N., & Christie, C. A. (2009). Evaluation use: Results from a survey of U.S. American Evaluation Association Members. American
Journal of Evaluation, 30(2), 158–175.

• Kung, S., Giles, D., & Hagan, B. (2013). Applying an appreciative inquiry process to a course evaluation in higher education. International Journal
of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education, 25(1), 29–37.

• Lawrenz, F., Gullickson, A., & Toal, S. (2007). Dissemination: Handmaiden to evaluation use. American Journal of Evaluation, 28(3), 275–289.
• Suskie, L. (2009). Assessing student learning: A common sense guide (2nd ed.). San Francisco, CA: Wiley.
• Whitney, D. D., & Trosten-Bloom, A. (2010). The power of appreciative inquiry: A practical guide to positive change (2nd ed.). Thousand Oaks, CA:

Sage Publications.

External Resource

Please note that URLs change frequently. While the URLs were current when this course was designed, some may no longer be valid. If you cannot
access a specific link, contact your instructor for an alternative URL. Permissions for the following links have been either granted or deemed appropriate
for educational use at the time of course publication.



• American Evaluation Association. (2004). American Evaluation Association guiding principles for evaluators. Retrieved from
http://www.eval.org/p/cm/ld/fid=51

• American Evaluation Association. (2011). American Evaluation Association statement on cultural competence in evaluation. Retrieved from
http://www.eval.org/p/cm/ld/fid=92

• American Evaluation Association. (2015). AEA mission, vision, values and governing policies. Retrieved from http://www.eval.org/p/cm/ld/fid=13
• FSG. (2015). Guide to appreciative inquiry. Available from https://www.fsg.org/tools-and-resources/guide-appreciative-inquiry
• StatPac. (n.d.). Qualities of a good question. Retrieved from https://www.statpac.com/surveys/question-qualities.htm
• StatPac. (n.d.). Questionnaire design – Considerations. Retrieved from http://www.statpac.com/surveys/questionnaire-design.htm

Suggested

The following materials are recommended to provide you with a better understanding of the topics in this course. These materials are not required to
complete the course, but they are aligned to course activities and assessments and are highly recommended for your use.

Optional

The following optional materials are offered to provide you with a better understanding of the topics in this course. These materials are not required to
complete the course.

External Resource

Please note that URLs change frequently. While the URLs were current when this course was designed, some may no longer be valid. If you cannot
access a specific link, contact your instructor for an alternative URL. Permissions for the following links have been either granted or deemed appropriate
for educational use at the time of course publication.

• U.S. Department of Education. (n.d.). Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) https://www.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html
• U.S. Department of Health & Human Services. (n.d.). Summary of the HIPAA privacy rule https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-

professionals/privacy/laws-regulations/index.html

Projects

Project  Program Evaluation Plan

Project Overview

As part of the requirements for this practical course in designing evaluation, you will create a basic proposal to evaluate an existing educational process
for adults. Your final program evaluation plan (due in Unit 10) is to be submitted as a PowerPoint presentation, directed to a specific audience. You will
select an educational program or experience for adults, such as a community education program, a college or university program, or a field experience or
practicum of some kind (see the second study in Unit 1 for details). You will design and justify a plan to evaluate the effectiveness of an educational
process in the selected program by applying the program evaluation standards of the Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation (JCSEE).
You will create basic data collection instruments intended to measure the effectiveness of the educational process, and you will propose strategies to
utilize the results for continuous quality improvement of the educational process. For the construction of the data collection instruments, you will
incorporate the use of AI, a data collection strategy used for effective evaluation.

You will complete and submit the major components of your program evaluation plan as individual assignments throughout the course. This will allow you
to receive instructor feedback and make revisions to the assignments before compiling them to create the final program evaluation plan. You will then
convert the final plan into a PowerPoint presentation that is appropriate for delivery to the audience for whom you have developed the plan. Your
presentation will consist of PowerPoint slides, talking points (what you would be stating while your audience views the slides), and handouts of detailed
information to provide to your audience.

Below is an overview of each of the assignments.

Unit 3: Program Evaluation Plan Introduction
In the introduction to your program evaluation plan, you will include a description of the program to be evaluated and an explanation of the purpose of the
evaluation. You will also provide an overview of the proposed assessment and evaluation strategies to be used for the plan, who the stakeholders are,
and how ethical standards will be upheld.



Unit 1  Evaluation

Unit 6: Strategic Plan for the Evaluation
In the strategic plan, you will provide the necessary information to help drive the evaluation of the process within the selected educational program. You
will also explain how the proposed evaluation plan will align with the requirements of professional and organizational standards and why and how AI will
be used for data collection and analysis.

Unit 8: Data Collection Instrumentation
In the data collection instrumentation component, you will provide examples of the AI instrumentation that you are proposing to collect data to address
the purpose of the evaluation of the selected educational program. You will write an introduction for each of the data collection instruments you have
designed, explaining the value of AI for your proposed evaluation. In addition, you will present your AI-designed interview protocol for qualitative data
collection, as well as your survey for quantitative data collection. In the summary, you will explain how the data to be collected will be analyzed to
contribute to the evaluation results.

To achieve a successful project experience and outcome, you are expected to meet the following requirements.

• PowerPoint presentation: Effectively designed slides to present the components of the program evaluation plan. Refer to Guidelines for Effective
PowerPoint Presentations for PowerPoint best practices.

• Written communication: Written communication is free of errors that detract from the overall message.
• APA formatting: Resources and citations are formatted according to current APA style and formatting. Refer to APA Style and Format to learn

more about APA formatting.
• Length: 15–20 slides, each with talking points, and an additional slide to present references.
• Handouts: A minimum of three handouts: an outline of the program evaluation plan (not copies of the slides themselves), the interview protocol,

and the survey.
• Font and font size: Appropriate for a PowerPoint presentation to the intended audience.

Refer to each assignment description for requirements for individual assignments.

Introduction

Evaluation has been around for a very long time. The first humans conducted evaluations—actually high-stakes evaluations. If one human decided to eat
the red berry and died, the person watching him would probably decide not to eat the red berry. In a sense, the person who was watching was conducting
an evaluation.

An important concept to understand about evaluation is how it differs from research. While some may use the terms interchangeably, they are two
separate, albeit overlapping, concepts. For example, the methods are the same. Any method you can use to collect research data can be used to collect
evaluation data. But research and evaluation differ in some very critical ways. The goal of research is the generation of new knowledge, while the goal of
an evaluation is very specific—to provide accurate, credible, and useful information about a program to a particular client or a group of clients in a timely
manner. Evaluators develop a technical report that describes the process that was used to conduct the evaluation and presents findings and
recommendations for continuous quality improvement. For the purposes of this course, however, you will write a technical report that consists of only a
proposal to evaluate a program, not a report that includes the results of the evaluation.

It is a primary responsibility of evaluators to adhere to the accepted standards in the field of evaluation. In the early units, you will be introduced to the
program evaluation standards by the JCSEE, along with the guiding principles for evaluators established by the American Evaluation Association (AEA).
These standards and guidelines will help you understand the responsibilities of evaluators and how best they can be met.
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References 

Yarbrough, D. B., Shulha, L. M., Hopson, R. K., & Caruthers, F. A. (2011). The program evaluation standards: A guide for evaluators and evaluation users
(3rd ed.). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications.

American Evaluation Association. (2004). American Evaluation Association guiding principles for evaluators. Retrieved from
http://www.eval.org/p/cm/ld/fid=51

Learning Activities

Planning the Evaluation: Part 1 – Proposing the Evaluation

Transcript

Readings
Use your The Program Evaluation Standards text to complete the following:

• Read "Introduction," pages xviii–xxix.
• Read "Applying the Standards," pages xxx–xl.

Use your coursepack to complete the following from "Part III: Program Evaluation" in Field Guide to Nonprofit Program Design, Marketing and
Evaluation:

• Read "Understanding Program Evaluation," pages 91–95.
• Read "Common Types of Program Evaluations," pages 96–101.

Media
Click Planning the Evaluation: Part 1: Proposing the Evaluation to view the presentation. In the first part of this four-part scenario, the program
manager will meet with his director and develop initial plans for evaluating an educational health and wellness program. As you view the video, think
about how the program manager is combining the needs of stakeholders, the program evaluation standards, and the concept of continuous quality
improvement in the brainstorming for his initial evaluation plan.

The first component of your course project is due in Unit 3.

Begin to consider an adult educational program that you can use as the focus of your course project. If you currently work in higher education or an
organization that offers educational programs for adults, begin thinking about what might be appropriate for evaluation. If you do not currently work in
such an organization, consider opportunities for adult education that exist in your community or perhaps online. Is there an organization that offers
community education, perhaps a career learning center, a senior center, a social services center, or a church? Does a community college offer
specialized programs for adults? Gather information about the program you have in mind. You might want to make an appointment to talk with an official
at that organization.

Please review the course project information, the Unit 3 assignment description, and the Program Evaluation Plan Introduction Scoring Guide to
understand the requirements and grading criteria for this assignment.
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u01d1 - Evaluation

Online ePortfolios serve two key purposes: 1) to support learning and reflection, and 2) to be used as a showcase tool. Your learning journey can be
documented, and ePortfolios contribute to lifelong learning and growth through reflection and sharing. Online ePortfolios can also be shared with
employers and peers to present artifacts that demonstrate your accomplishments at Capella.

Using ePortfolio to Prepare for Your Capstone
Your program may culminate in a capstone course. At that time you may be required to show evidence of your learning throughout the program by
referring to multiple assessments that you have created. You will be telling a story about your learning throughout the program using artifacts you have
collected during many of these courses.

Using ePortfolio to Build Your Career
As you are preparing to tell your story in the professional world, leverage your ePortfolio artifacts to demonstrate the knowledge and competencies you
have gained through your program in professional conversations, performance reviews, and interviews.

To do that, reflect on the knowledge and skills you have gained from your courses and the elements you have put in your portfolio, along with how you
have already applied these things to your professional life or how you might apply them in the future.

Next, create your story or talking points to tell your professional story.

Saving Your Documents to ePortfolio
You will need a place to store your documents in an organized fashion so that you can access them at a later date. Do not rely on the courseroom to store
your assignments for you as you will lose access to the courseroom after you have completed the course. Capella uses a cloud-based portfolio platform
to facilitate your organization of the artifacts you create throughout your program.

To make an online portfolio useful, it is essential that it is organized clearly and that important files of any format are accessible. Read the Online
ePortfolio Guidelines [PDF] to ensure you set up your online portfolio correctly. For more information on ePortfolio visit the Campus ePortfolio page.

Privacy Statement
Capella complies with privacy laws designed to protect the privacy of personal information. While you may voluntarily share your own information
publicly, you are obligated to protect the personal information of others that may be associated with your academic or professional development. Before
sharing information and material in any ePortfolio that is set up to be shared externally to your program at Capella, please consider privacy obligations in
relation to protected populations who may be included or referenced in your academic or clinical work. Refer to the Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act (FERPA) and/or the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) if you have specific questions or concerns about your
choices.

The term evaluation implies making judgments. Program evaluation requires making judgments about the program according to a set of standards.
Briefly describe an experience you have had with evaluation of any kind of program or any other type of evaluation, formally or informally. If you have not
been personally involved in any evaluation, describe the evaluation efforts you know others were involved in.

Identify 3–4 points about the evaluation that you applied in your evaluation efforts or that were applied in those of others. If applicable, identify an
additional point that you now see as having been absent from those evaluation efforts. Be sure to use and cite the unit readings for this post.

Response Guidelines
Read the posts of your fellow learners and respond to at least two. In your response, point out any similarities in the experience that you both described
regarding evaluation. From the unit readings, consider an additional point about evaluation that you might offer and explain how it might apply to the
fellow learner's post.

Course Resources

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide
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Unit 2  Using Assessment in Evaluation

Continuous quality improvement is a term used often in relation to program improvement. Briefly explain your understanding of what the term means.
Using and citing unit readings, explain how an evaluation of a program is intended to lead to continuous quality improvement. Support your rationale with
evidence from the unit readings.

Response Guidelines
Respond to the posts of at least two other learners. Compare the learner's conclusions about continuous quality improvement to your own conclusions
regarding your institution. What recommendations would you suggest, or what questions would you ask, about that learner's explanation of how
evaluation of a program can lead to continuous quality improvement?

Course Resources

Introduction

Program evaluation, sometimes referred to as program review, requires the collection of information from a variety of sources to form a picture of the
quality and effectiveness of a program. Part of an evaluation of an educational program can include interviewing those who are involved in the program
for their impressions about the program. It may include surveying alumni, employers, or community members for their opinions of the program. But it is
important to consider whether another part of the evaluation should consist of the outcomes that result from the program. Such outcomes—actual results
—include the assessment of students' learning in that program, whether academic or co-curricular. As Suskie and Banta (2010) stated in Assessing
Student Learning, "Quality and effectiveness increasingly are defined by how well a program is achieving its goals" (p. 14). If a goal of a program is to
have students learn, then assessing the students' learning outcomes is necessary to provide evidence of the effectiveness of the program.

Consider the statements of Marilee Bresciani, one of the leading authorities in assessment. The program review process provides:

much needed information for improvement of quality and the effectiveness of each program or unit. It is an essential process to ensure the currency
and effectiveness of all programs—academic and nonacademic. . . . Linking program review with outcomes assessment provides an opportunity to
address key indicators of performance in new and fresh ways. Program faculty and staff, even students, find great value in clarifying learning
outcomes and determining the most effective ways of assessing their achievements within the context of the department or institution's mission.
(2006, xii–xiii)

Note Bresciani's emphasis on using outcomes assessment as information that will lead to the enhancement of quality and effectiveness. Note also that
the stakeholders—including those whose learning outcomes are to be assessed—appreciate the clarification of what those learning outcomes are
intended to be.

Using outcomes assessment aligns well with a number of the standards that evaluators use. As you begin formulating ideas for your own course project,
you will be using the program evaluation standards by the JCSEE to frame your plan. The first to be considered are the Utility standards, which are used
to ensure the evaluation will lead to results that meet the needs of the stakeholders. As you examine the first five of the Utility standards, keep in mind
how assessing outcomes helps an evaluation to meet these standards.

References

Bresciani, M. J., & Wolff, R. A. (2009). Outcomes-based academic and co-curricular program review: A compilation of good practices. Sterling, VA: Stylus
Publishing.

Suskie, L. (2009). Assessing student learning: A common sense guide (2nd ed.). San Francisco, CA: Wiley.

Learning Activities

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide
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Readings
Use your The Program Evaluation Standards text to complete the following:

• Read "Utility Overview," pages 3–14.
• Read "U1 Evaluator Credibility," pages 15–22.
• Read "U2 Attention to Stakeholders," pages 23–28.
• Read "U3 Negotiated Purposes," pages 29–36.
• Read "U4 Explicit Values," pages 37–43.
• Read "U5 Relevant Information," pages 45–50.

Note: Part I, "Utility" of this text consists of descriptions of each of the Utility standards, followed by a case study that shows the standards in action.
The Utility standards will be revisited in future units, so focus on the rationale and clarification, implementation, and hazards subsections for each of
the standards in these readings.

Use the Capella University Library to read Axelson and Flick's 2009 article, "Sustaining Assessment: A Post-Epidemiological Approach Using the
Program Evaluation Standards," from Assessment Update, volume 21, issue 3, pages 5–7.

Use Assessing Student Learning: A Common Sense Guide to read Chapter 1, "What Is Assessment?," pages 3–18.

Use the Internet to complete the following:

• Read the 2004 article "American Evaluation Association Guiding Principles for Evaluators."
• Read the 2015 article "AEA Mission, Vision, Values and Governing Policies."

Media
Watch Planning the Evaluation: Part 2 – Assessment in Evaluation, the second video in the series. In the second part, the program manager and his
mentor, the social services program director, discuss the questions that will guide the evaluation and the methods of data collection that will be used to
answer those questions. As you watch the program manager and his mentor, think about assessment of student outcomes and their relationship to the
overall evaluation plan.

Review the unit introduction. Also review the media piece Planning the Evaluation: Part 2 – Assessment in Evaluation and Chapter 1 from Assessing
Student Learning e-book to examine the difference between assessment and evaluation. Review Axelson and Flick's 2009 article, "Sustaining
Assessment: A Post-Epidemiological Approach Using The Program Evaluation Standards."

Now, summarize how the assessment of learning outcomes pertains to an educational program evaluation. Explain the value of assessment as it applies
to evaluation.

Response Guidelines
Respond to the posts of at least two other learners. What did the learner state that is a new concept for you? Compare your ideas for using the
assessment of learning outcomes in an educational program evaluation. If appropriate, suggest an additional idea about the value of assessment.

Course Resources

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

Assessing Student Learning: A Common Sense Guide

Planning the Evaluation: Part 2 – Assessment in Evaluation | Transcript

Sustaining Assessment: A Post-Epidemiological Approach Using the Program Evaluation Standards
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Unit 3  Propriety Standards in Evaluation

u03s1 - Studies

Please note: As you examine the standards for this discussion, please be thinking about how the standards you select might apply to your own
Evaluation Plan, the final course project in this course. You will be applying selected standards to your Evaluation Plan.

In The Program Evaluation Standards text, each of the Utility standards is illustrated in the case study "Evaluation of the Centerville Health for Eco-
Educated Residents (CHEERS) Program," which is introduced on pages 9–10 of the text and continues after each standard. From the Utility standards,
select either U2 or U3 and either U4 or U5.

For each of your two selections, summarize how the case study illustrates application of the standards you selected, including a discussion of the
importance of stakeholders.

• How do the evaluator's concluding thoughts and notes demonstrate how he is addressing that standard?
• What do you see as strengths in his conclusions?

Response Guidelines
Read the posts of your fellow learners and respond to at least two. In each response, if you and the learner selected one or two of the same standards to
examine, point out how your conclusions are similar or different. Whether or not you chose the same standards as the learner to whom you are
responding, do you agree with that learner regarding his or her analysis of the evaluator's concluding thoughts and notes? Why or why not?

Course Resources

Introduction

The JCSEE program evaluation standards include standards for conducting evaluations according to what is "proper, fair, legal, right, and acceptable"
(Yarbrough, Shulha, Hopson, & Caruthers, 2011, p. 106). These are the Propriety standards, and they make up the second category of standards to be
examined in this course and applied to conducting program evaluation. Additionally, you will be introduced to the guiding principles for evaluators
established by the AEA. Both the Propriety standards and the guiding principles address the critical importance of ethical practice throughout the entire
process of designing and conducting evaluation, as well as analyzing the results and making recommendations based on those results.

References

Yarbrough, D. B., Shulha, L. M., Hopson, R. K., & Caruthers, F. A. (2011). The program evaluation standards: A guide for evaluators and evaluation users
(3rd ed.). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications.

American Evaluation Association. (2004). American Evaluation Association guiding principles for evaluators. Retrieved from
http://www.eval.org/p/cm/ld/fid=51

Learning Activities

Readings
Use your The Program Evaluation Standards text to complete the following:

• Read Part III, "Propriety Standards Overview," pages 105–112.
• Read "P1 Responsive and Inclusive Orientation," pages 113–118.
• Read "P2 Formal Agreements," pages119–124.

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide
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• Read "P3 Human Rights and Respect," pages 125–130.
• Read "P4 Clarity and Fairness," pages 131–137.
• Read "P5 Transparency and Disclosure," pages 139–143.
• Read "P6 Conflicts of Interest," pages 144–150.
• Read "P7 Fiscal Responsibility," pages 151–156.

Use the Internet to review the 2004 article "American Evaluation Association Guiding Principles for Evaluators."

Assignment Overview
For this assignment, you will draft the first component of your course project, the introduction to your proposed program evaluation plan for the adult
education program you selected in the second study in Unit 1.

By successfully completing this assessment, you will demonstrate your proficiency in the following course competencies and assessment criteria:

• Formulate assessment and evaluation strategies into a program evaluation plan for adult education to promote continuous quality improvement.
◦ Define the purpose of a program evaluation plan.
◦ Justify purposes of program evaluation for continuous quality improvement.
◦ Articulate the importance of stakeholders in successful evaluation efforts.

• Apply the program evaluation standards of the JCSEE to program evaluation.
◦ Apply the requirements of professional and organizational standards to program evaluation.

• Communicate in a manner that is scholarly, professional, and consistent with expectations for members of the education profession.

Assignment Description
Using a writing style and terminology appropriate for a professional program evaluation plan, write an introduction to the evaluation plan for your selected
program. Please note that this component of the plan should be presented in only 3–4 pages, so an appropriate writing style is one that is concise,
specific, and focused. Keep your specific audience in mind as you construct these components. Provide validation of claims and assertions by including
and citing relevant examples and supporting evidence from the assigned readings.

For this component of your Evaluation Plan, complete the following sections in the following order, using appropriate headings (see Submission
Requirements below):

• Write a brief description of the program to be evaluated, stating information that will be needed by the person(s) for whom you are preparing your
proposed evaluation plan.

• Explain the purpose of the evaluation, justifying how it is expected to lead to continuous quality improvement.
• Provide an overview of the proposed assessment and evaluation strategies to be used for the program evaluation plan.
• Describe the stakeholders and their role in successful evaluation efforts.
• Explain how ethical standards will be upheld in accordance with the JCSEE program evaluation standards and the American Evaluation

Association's guiding principles for evaluators.

Submission Requirements
This component of your Evaluation Plan should meet the following requirements:

• Written communication: Written communication is free of errors that detract from the overall message.
• APA formatting: Resources and citations are formatted according to current APA style and formatting. Headings and subheadings are in

accordance with APA formatting.
• Length: 3–4 typed, double-spaced pages.
• Font and font size: Times New Roman, 12 point.

Refer to the Program Evaluation Plan Introduction Scoring Guide to ensure that you meet the grading criteria for this assignment.

Note: Your instructor may also use the Writing Feedback Tool to provide feedback on your writing. In the tool, click the linked resources for helpful writing
information.

Course Resources
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Unit 4  Applying Appreciative Inquiry Data Collection to the Practice of Evaluation
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Please note: As you examine the standards for this discussion, please be thinking about how the standards you select might apply to your own
Evaluation Plan, the final course project in this course. You will be applying selected standards to your Evaluation Plan.

In The Program Evaluation Standards text, each of the Propriety standards is illustrated in the case study "Evaluation of the Helping Ourselves Promote
Engagement (HOPE) Program," which is introduced on pages 110–112 of the text and continues after each standard. From the Propriety standards,
select P1, P2, or P3 and P4, P5, P6, or P7.

For each of your two selections, summarize how the case study illustrates application of the standard you selected.

• How do the evaluator's concluding thoughts demonstrate how that standard is being addressed?
• Which of the AEA's guiding principles for evaluators most directly apply to this case study? Explain how.

Response Guidelines
Read the posts of your fellow learners and respond to at least two. In each response, if you and the learner selected one or two of the same standards to
examine, point out how your conclusions are similar or different. Whether or not you chose the same standards as the learner to whom you are
responding, do you agree with that learner regarding his or her analysis of the evaluator's concluding thoughts regarding how the standard is being
addressed? Why or why not?

Course Resources

Introduction

When a program evaluation begins, it may seem appropriate to focus on what is wrong, and then plan to fix it. While it certainly is true that an evaluation
effort may bring to light weaknesses that need to be addressed, an alternative approach to evaluation has been showing very positive results. That
approach is based on AI, a positive process for organizational change and development. In this unit, you will be introduced to AI and its originators, David
Cooperrider and Diana Whitney. After gaining an understanding of AI, you will examine in the upcoming units how it can be applied to program
evaluation.

You will also examine the American Evaluation Association's statement on cultural competence in evaluation. As stated in the document, it is important
for evaluators to recognize the cultural context of and diversity in any program that is to be evaluated. As you review the statement, consider how it will
apply to the program evaluation plan that you will be developing as your course project. Consider how knowledge of cultural competence aligns with AI.

Learning Activities

Readings
Use your The Power of Appreciative Inquiry: A Practical Guide to Positive Change text to complete the following:

• Read "Foreword," pages ix–xv, by David Cooperrider, the creator of AI.
• Read Chapter 1, "What Is Appreciative Inquiry?," pages 1–21.

APA Style and Format

Writing Feedback Tool

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide
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• Read Chapter 4, "Appreciative Inquiry in Action: From Origins to Current Practice," pages 77–97.

Use the Internet to read the 2011 article "American Evaluation Association Statement on Cultural Competence in Evaluation."

Multimedia
Watch Planning the Evaluation: Part 3 – Appreciative Inquiry. The program manager and the social services director select AI as a framework for
developing interview questions that will be used to gather the qualitative data for their evaluation. As you view the exchange, compare the social services
director's justification for using AI with your own ideas about AI as a data collection approach.

The AEA statement on cultural competence examines the need for cultural competence among evaluators, specifically referring to one of the guiding
principles for evaluators you examined in Unit 3: "To ensure recognition, accurate interpretation, and respect for diversity, evaluators should ensure that
the members of the evaluation team collectively demonstrate cultural competence."

Basing your post on at least three of the points made in the AEA statement, summarize the importance of cultural competence in conducting an
evaluation. Provide an example of how the points you selected might apply to the evaluation plan that you are developing.

Response Guidelines
Respond to the posts of at least two other learners. Point out how your understanding of the need for cultural competence among evaluators is similar to
the understanding of the learner to whom you are responding. What recommendations might you offer regarding the learner's example of how the points
he or she selected might apply to the evaluation plan? Provide citations from the readings as appropriate.

Course Resources

Using AI as an approach to program evaluation is intended to lead to a positive force that fosters a fresh and positive view of evaluation. Review the
video Planning the Evaluation: Part 3 – Appreciative Inquiry to see a suggestion of how AI will be considered for one program evaluation.

Explain how you see applying AI to the program evaluation plan you are developing. Be sure to use and cite the unit readings from The Power of
Appreciative Inquiry text.

Response Guidelines
Respond to the posts of at least two other learners. What did the learner state that adds value to your understanding of AI? What point might you offer to
add value to his or her understanding of AI? Comment on the learner's explanation for applying AI to a program evaluation, suggesting an additional idea
or asking for clarity or details to further develop his or her ideas for proposals for applying AI.

Course Resources

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

The Power of Appreciative Inquiry: A Practical Guide to Positive Change

Planning the Evaluation: Part 3 – Appreciative Inquiry | Transcript



Unit 5  Appreciative Inquiry

u05s1 - Studies

u05s2 - Assignment - Preparation

Introduction

This unit presents additional study of AI, specifically as it applies to program evaluation. In one of the unit readings, in an interview with Hallie Preskill,
Christie (2006) stated that:

AI can be used as a framework for approaching specific evaluation activities, such as data collection instrument development or focusing the
evaluation-framing questions in the affirmative rather than from a deficit perspective. [Preskill] maintains that AI yields the same information as
"traditional" evaluation methods, yet participants feel much better about the process. In fact, Preskill suggests that data are often more contextual,
rich, and meaningful. (p. 473)

As you begin to think about the data collection instrumentation that you will use for your program evaluation plan, note that using an AI approach may
elicit more valuable information than focusing on weaknesses and problems. Preskill explained that "while some people might think they are going to
have the opportunity to explain what is wrong, whose fault it is, and what the problems are, the questions asked in these interviews steer them in a very
different direction" (Christie, p. 469). This direction taps into past successes and peak experiences that can serve as the basis for future improvements to
the program.

In this unit, you will also examine the Feasibility standards in the program evaluation standards of the JCSEE. Consider how AI can be used to carry out
the Feasibility standards as you develop your course project.

Reference

Christie, C. A. (2006). Appreciative inquiry as a method for evaluation: An interview with Hallie Preskill. American Journal of Evaluation, 27(4), 466–474.

Learning Activities

Readings
Use your The Program Evaluation Standards text to complete the following:

• Read Part II, "Feasibility Standards Overview," pages 71–78.
• Read "F1 Project Management," pages 79–86.
• Read "F2 Practical Procedures," pages 87–92.
• Read "F3 Contextual Viability," pages 93–98.
• Read "F4 Resource Use," pages 99–104.

Use your The Power of Appreciative Inquiry: A Practical Guide to Positive Change text to complete the following:

• Review Table 4, "Inquiry Strategy," page 48.
• Read Chapter 3, "Eight Principles of Appreciative Inquiry," pages 49–76.
• Read Chapter 6, "Affirmative Topic Choice," pages 127–142.

Use the Capella library to read Christie's 2006 article, "Appreciative Inquiry As a Method for Evaluation: An Interview With Hallie Preskill," from American
Journal of Evaluation, volume 27, issue 4, pages 466–474.

The second component of your course project is due in Unit 6.

Review the instructor feedback for your Unit 3 assignment to prepare for the Unit 6 assignment, Strategic Plan for the Evaluation. As you learn more
about AI, consider its impact on how you will collect and analyze data.

Please review the course project information, the Unit 6 assignment description, and the Strategic Plan for the Evaluation Scoring Guide to understand
the requirements and grading criteria for this assignment.



u05d1 - Core Principles of Appreciative Inquiry

u05d2 - Feasibility Standards

Review Christie's 2006 article, "Appreciative Inquiry As a Method for Evaluation: An Interview With Hallie Preskill," as well as the readings from The
Power of Appreciative Inquiry text. Select two of the eight core principles of AI.

In your post:

• Summarize your understanding of the principles you selected as they apply to evaluation.
• Explain how you see applying these or any other AI principles to the program evaluation plan you are developing.

Be sure to use and cite the unit readings from The Power of Appreciative Inquiry text.

Response Guidelines
Read the posts of your fellow learners and respond to at least two. In each response, if you and the learner selected one or two of the same AI principles
to examine, point out how your conclusions are similar or different. Whether or not you chose the same AI principles as the learner to whom you are
responding, do you agree with that learner regarding how his or her selected AI principles might apply to program evaluation? Why or why not?

Course Resources

Please note: As you examine the standards for this discussion, please be thinking about how the standards you select might apply to your own
Evaluation Plan, the final course project in this course. You will be applying selected standards to your Evaluation Plan.

In The Program Evaluation Standards text, each of the Feasibility standards is illustrated in the case study "Evaluation of Carr County School District,"
which is introduced on pages 75–78 and continues after each standard. From the Feasibility standards, select either F1 or F2 and either F3 or F4.

For each of your two selections, summarize how the case study illustrates application of the standards you selected.

• How do the concluding thoughts demonstrate how that standard is addressed?
• What do you see as strengths in the conclusions?

Also, explain how AI can be applied to meet one of the following Feasibility standards: F1, F2, F3, or F4.

Response Guidelines
Read the posts of your fellow learners and respond to at least two. In each response, if you and the learner selected one or two of the same standards to
examine, point out how your conclusions are similar or different. Whether or not you chose the same standards as the learner to whom you are
responding, do you agree with that learner regarding his or her analysis of the evaluator's concluding thoughts regarding how the standard is being
addressed? Why or why not?

Course Resources

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

The Power of Appreciative Inquiry: A Practical Guide to Positive Change

Appreciative Inquiry as a Method for Evaluation: An Interview With Hallie Preskill

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide



Unit 6  Developing a Strategic Plan for Evaluation

u06s1 - Studies

u06a1 - Strategic Plan for the Evaluation

Introduction

Now that you have acquired knowledge of the basics of program evaluation and of AI as a data collection method, you are ready to apply your knowledge
to the design of instrumentation. In this unit, you will examine information about methodology, including how to ensure that your method of gathering data
will result in your evaluation questions being answered. AI, as studied in Units 4 and 5, will be used for interviews. What other data will be appropriate for
your program evaluation plan? You will consider different methods for gathering data as a part of the strategic plan for the evaluation, the next component
of your program evaluation plan. In this unit, you will also study the Accuracy standards of the JCSEE program evaluation standards as you continue to
ensure a high level of quality of the evaluation that you are planning.

Learning Activities

Use your The Program Evaluation Standards text to complete the following:

• Read Part IV, "Accuracy Overview," pages 157–164.
• Read "A2 Valid Information," pages 171–178.
• Read "A3 Reliable Information," pages 179–184.
• Read "A4 Explicit Program and Context Description," pages 185–193.
• Read "A5 Information Management," pages 193–200.
• Read "A6 Sound Designs and Analyses," pages 201–208.

Use your The Power of Appreciative Inquiry: A Practical Guide to Positive Change text to read Chapter 7, "Discovery: Appreciative Interviews and More,"
pages 143–176.

Use your coursepack to complete the following from "Part III: Program Evaluation" in Field Guide to Nonprofit Program Design, Marketing and
Evaluation:

• Read "What Evaluation Questions Should Be Asked?," page 105.
• Read "What Information Is Needed to Answer Evaluation Questions?," page 106.
• Read "What Are the Best Sources for This Information/Data?," page 106.
• Read "What Are the Best Methods to Collect Information/Data?," page 107.

Assignment Overview
In this assignment, you will provide the necessary information to help drive the evaluation of the process within the selected educational program. You
will also explain how the proposed evaluation plan will align with the requirements of professional and organizational standards and why and how AI will
be used for data collection and analysis. The feedback you will receive for your strategic plan will help you formulate your final evaluation plan.

By successfully completing this assessment, you will demonstrate your proficiency in the following course competencies and assessment criteria:

• Formulate assessment and evaluation strategies into a program evaluation plan for adult education to promote continuous quality improvement.
◦ Design data collection and analysis methods appropriate for evaluation.

• Apply AI concepts and techniques to the practice of evaluation.
◦ Justify application of AI principles in the data collection process of an evaluation.

• Apply the program evaluation standards of the JCSEE to program evaluation.
◦ Analyze program evaluation standards.
◦ Apply the requirements of professional and organizational standards to program evaluation.

• Communicate in a manner that is scholarly, professional, and consistent with expectations for members of the education profession.
◦ Communicate in a manner that respects the dignity and integrity of those providing data for the evaluation.



u06d1 - Interview Protocol Review

Assignment Description
Using a writing style and terminology appropriate for a professional program evaluation plan, create a strategic plan for the evaluation. Please note that
this component of the plan should be presented in 4–6 pages, so an appropriate writing style is one that is concise, specific, and focused. Keep your
specific audience in mind as you write your strategic plan. Provide validation of claims and assertions by including and citing relevant examples and
supporting evidence from the assigned readings.

In this component of your Evaluation Plan, address the following:

• Present the questions that will guide the evaluation.
• Write an introduction and explanation of the Program Evaluation Standards to be applied to your Program Evaluation Plan. This component will

require several fully developed paragraphs.
• Write an introduction to and an explanation of Appreciative Inquiry (AI) as an appropriate data collection method for your Program Evaluation Plan.

This component will require one to two fully developed paragraphs.
• Explain the AI data collection and analysis methods that you are proposing for your Program Evaluation Plan and also explain any other data, such

as learning assessment data (examined in Unit 2) that will be used for the evaluation. This component will require at least one fully developed
paragraph for each data collection method and will include a summary paragraph of how all data collection methods will contribute to addressing
the purpose of your evaluation.

Submission Requirements
This component of your Evaluation Plan should meet the following requirements:

• Written communication: Written communication is free of errors that detract from the overall message.
• APA formatting: Resources and citations are formatted according to current APA style and formatting. Headings and subheadings are in

accordance with APA formatting.
• Length: 4–6 typed, double-spaced pages.
• Font and font size: Times New Roman, 12 point.

Refer to the Strategic Plan for the Evaluation Scoring Guide to ensure that you meet the grading criteria for this assignment.

Note: Your instructor may also use the Writing Feedback Tool to provide feedback on your writing. In the tool, click the linked resources for helpful writing
information.

Course Resources

Please note: As you examine the standards for this discussion, think about your own Evaluation Plan and how you will propose a brief summary of your
strategy for data collection and analysis. You will be applying standards to your own Evaluation Plan in the Unit 6 assignment (u06a1).

Accuracy standards 2–6 of the JCSEE program evaluation standards pertain to data collection and analysis for program evaluation. Select your choice of
three standards from A2 to A6.

Explain how these standards can be addressed by a carefully planned and executed strategy for data collection and analysis. How might AI apply to least
one of the standards you have selected for this discussion?

Response Guidelines
Read the posts of your fellow learners and respond to at least two. Point out how your conclusions are similar or different for the one or two standards
you both selected. What did the learner state that adds value to your understanding of how AI can apply to one or more of the standards? Comment on
the learner's explanation for applying AI to program evaluation, suggesting an additional idea or asking for clarity or details to further develop his or her
ideas for applying AI to at least one of the standards.

Course Resources

Writing Feedback Tool

APA Style and Format



Unit 7  Data Collection Methods and Instrumentation

u07s1 - Studies

u07s2 - Assignment - Preparation

Introduction

Developing reliable, valid instrumentation for data collection follows a very thoughtful, detailed process. While such an examination of instrumentation
development is beyond the scope of your study of evaluation in this course, you will be able to apply your knowledge of data collection to develop basic
instrumentation. In this unit, you have the opportunity to develop both a qualitative instrument (interview questions using AI as an approach) and a
quantitative instrument (a survey). Other learners will then provide feedback to assist you with refining your instruments before they are included in your
program evaluation plan.

While developing the questions for your interview protocol, the first of the two instruments that you will develop, remember that appreciative questions
focus on stories of peak performance and on the participant's values and wishes relative to what is being evaluated. You may develop the wording of your
own AI interview questions or use a modification of established interview questions, if they apply. Be sure to cite the source of any ideas borrowed from
sources. As you will see in the study materials that pertain to the second of your data collection instruments, surveys often use Likert-type scales so that
the resulting data can be analyzed quantitatively.

Learning Activities

Readings
Use your The Program Evaluation Standards text to complete the following:

• Read "A1 Justified Conclusions and Decisions," pages 165–170.
• Read "A7 Explicit Evaluation Reasoning," pages 209–217.
• Read "A8 Communication and Reporting," pages 217–224.

Use the Capella library to read Kung, Giles, and Hagan's 2013 article, "Applying Appreciative Inquiry Process to a Course Evaluation in Higher
Education," from International Journal of Teaching and Learning, volume 25, issue 1, pages 29–37.

Use the Internet to complete the following:

• Read "Questionnaire Design – Considerations" from StatPac.
• Read "Qualities of a Good Question" from StatPac.
• Read "Guide to Appreciative Inquiry [PDF]," from FSG.

Use your coursepack to complete the following from "Part III: Program Evaluation" in Field Guide to Nonprofit Program Design, Marketing and
Evaluation:

• Review "What Evaluation Questions Should Be Asked?," page 105.
• Review "What Information Is Needed to Answer Evaluation Questions?," page 106.
• Read "What Are the Best Sources for This Information/Data?," page 106.
• Read "What Are the Best Methods to Collect Information/Data?," page 107.

The third component of your course project is due in Unit 8.

Review the instructor feedback for your Unit 6 assignment to prepare for the Unit 8 assignment, Data Collection Instrumentation. It is important to design
your data collection instruments carefully to enable you to answer the question that guides the evaluation.

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide



u07d1 - Draft of Interview Protocol

u07d2 - Draft of Survey

Please review the course project information, the Unit 8 assignment description, and the Data Collection Instrumentation Scoring Guide to understand
the requirements and grading criteria for this assignment. Also, take a look at the discussions in this unit as you will be completing some parts of the Unit
8 assignment in these discussions.

You examined the AI approach in Units 4 through 6. Carefully study the Guide to Appreciative Inquiry from FSG and Kung, Giles, and Hagan's 2013
article, "Applying an Appreciative Inquiry Process to a Course Evaluation in Higher Education." Note the focus, purpose, and exact wording of interview
questions that use the AI approach, as presented in those readings. Develop and post an interview protocol of 5–8 questions as your initial discussion
post, citing the resources you use. These questions will serve as the qualitative instrument that you propose for your program evaluation plan.

After receiving feedback from other learners, you will revise and polish your questions to make them part of your Unit 8 assignment.

Response Guidelines
Read the interview protocols of your fellow learners and respond to at least two. Take the role of the person being interviewed. In your response, address
the following:

• Which questions made you feel interested or even energized? Which did not?
• Which questions were clearly and effectively stated?
• Were any of the questions confusing? Why?
• Is there a question you expected to be asked but did not see? Is there one you wished you would have been asked?

Also, post a description of your reactions to the interview protocol. Include any other feedback or suggestions that your fellow learner might find useful.

Course Resources

Applying the resources provided for the development of survey questions, "Questionnaire Design – Considerations" from StatPac and "Qualities of a
Good Question" from StatPac, develop and post 6–10 survey items as your initial discussion post. (You may also use other credible, authoritative
sources for the development of surveys, if you wish.) Cite the resources you use. These items will serve as the quantitative instrument that you propose
for your program evaluation plan.

After receiving feedback from other learners, you will revise and polish your survey questions to make them part of your Unit 8 assignment.

Response Guidelines
Read the survey items of your fellow learners and respond to at least two. Take the role of the person taking the survey. In your response, address the
following:

• Which items were clearly and effectively stated?
• Were any of the items unclear or confusing? Why? What recommendations might you offer for revising these items?
• Is there an item that you expected to be included on the survey but did not see? Is there one you wished you would have been asked?

Also, post a description of your reactions to the survey. Include any other feedback or suggestions that your fellow learner might find useful.

Course Resources

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

Applying an Appreciative Inquiry Process to a Course Evaluation in Higher Education



Unit 8  Using Evaluation Results

u08s1 - Studies

u08a1 - Data Collection Instrumentation

Introduction

Collecting data to address the purpose of the evaluation and answer the evaluation questions opens the door to the next critically important step:
planning how to use the results. Though it can only be speculated what the findings of the data collection will likely be, evaluators must propose
strategies for how those findings will be utilized and disseminated for continuous quality improvement of the program being evaluated. In this unit, you
will develop the final component of your program evaluation plan. Other learners will then provide feedback to assist you with refining your
recommendations for utilizing and disseminating the results before they are included in your course project.

Learning Activities

Planning the Evaluation: Part 4 – Preparing for the Presentation

Transcript

Readings
Use your The Program Evaluation Standards text to complete the following:

• Read "U7 Timely and Appropriate Communication," pages 57–64.
• Read "U8 Concern for Consequences and Influence," pages 65–70.

Use the Capella library to read Lawrenz, Gullickson, and Toal's 2007 article, "Dissemination: Handmaiden to Evaluation Use," from American Journal of
Evaluation, volume 28, issue 3, pages 275–289.

Use your coursepack to complete the following from "Part III: Program Evaluation" in Field Guide to Nonprofit Program Design, Marketing and
Evaluation:

• Read "How Will You Analyze and Interpret Your Results?," page 109.
• Read "How Will You Report Your Evaluation Results?," page 110.

Media
Click Planning the Evaluation: Part 4 – Preparing for the Presentation to view the final segment of the video. In this part, the program manager and
director are strategizing how to present the evaluation plan to the board. As you view the exchange, think about how the program manager incorporates
AI questions, assessment of learning outcomes, and the program standards to answer his evaluation question: "How effective is the health and wellness
program in promoting knowledge of healthy behaviors?"

Assignment Overview
The data collection instrumentation component provides examples of the AI instrumentation that you are proposing to collect data to address the purpose
of the evaluation of the selected educational program. In this component, you will write an introduction for each of the data collection instruments you
have designed, explaining the value of AI for your proposed evaluation. In accordance with your study of AI instrumentation in this course, you will

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide



u08d1 - Using Evaluation Results

present your AI-designed interview protocol for qualitative data collection. You will also present your survey for quantitative data collection. In the
summary of this component of your course project, you will explain how the data collected will be analyzed to contribute to the evaluation results.

By successfully completing this assessment, you will demonstrate your proficiency in the following course competencies and assessment criteria:

• Formulate assessment and evaluation strategies into a program evaluation plan for adult education to promote continuous quality improvement.
◦ Design data collection and analysis methods appropriate for evaluation.

• Apply AI concepts and techniques to the practice of evaluation.
◦ Communicate the value of AI for evaluation in an appropriate and effective manner.
◦ Design data collection instruments within the framework of AI data collection.

• Communicate in a manner that respects the dignity and integrity of fellow learners, colleagues, peers, and others.

Assignment Description
Using a writing style and terminology appropriate for a professional program evaluation plan, write the component of your Evaluation Plan that describes
the data collection instrumentation component of your program evaluation plan. Include the interview questions, the survey, and a summary of how the
data collected will be analyzed to contribute to the evaluation results. Please note this component of the plan should be presented in 4–5 pages, so an
appropriate writing style is one that is concise, specific, and focused. Provide validation of claims and assertions by including and citing relevant
examples and supporting evidence from the assigned readings.

In this component, address the following:

• How are AI techniques incorporated into the interview questions? How does incorporating AI techniques add value to the interview questions?
Present your AI-designed interview protocol (the revised post of the first discussion in Unit 7) after its introduction or in an appendix.

• To what extent are AI techniques incorporated into the survey? How does incorporating AI techniques add value to the survey? Present your survey
(the revised post of the second discussion in Unit 7) after its introduction or in an appendix.

• How do these tools support the purpose of the evaluation? Address this question in the summary of this component of your Evaluation Plan.

Submission Requirements
This component of your evaluation plan should meet the following requirements:

• Written communication: Written communication is free of errors that detract from the overall message.
• APA formatting: Resources and citations are formatted according to current APA style and formatting. Headings and subheadings are in

accordance with APA formatting.
• Length: 4–5 typed, double-spaced pages.
• Font and font size: Times New Roman, 12 point.

Refer to the Data Collection Instrumentation Scoring Guide to ensure that you meet the grading criteria for this assignment.

Note: Your instructor may also use the Writing Feedback Tool to provide feedback on your writing. In the tool, click the linked resources for helpful writing
information.

Course Resources

Review the readings related to the development of recommendations for utilizing and disseminating the results of the evaluation, including the relevant
standards. Develop and post your draft of how to use the results for continuous quality improvement of the program being evaluated. Cite your sources.

After receiving feedback from other learners, you will revise and polish your recommendations and post the revised version in the second discussion in
Unit 9 before making it a part of your program evaluation plan.

Writing Feedback Tool

APA Style and Format



Unit 9  Presenting the Evaluation Plan

u09s1 - Studies

u09s2 - Assignment - Preparation

Response Guidelines
Respond to the posts of at least two other learners. Provide feedback to assist each learner in revising the draft as he or she prepares it to make it the
final section of his or her program evaluation plan. What recommendations do you have for the learner as he or she explains how the results of the
evaluation will be utilized? How the results of the evaluation will be disseminated? How the results will be used to promote continuous quality
improvement? Consider making recommendations about how this information might be effectively presented. Would any parts of it be appropriate as
bulleted lists, tables, charts, or other figures?

Course Resources

Introduction

What happens after the evaluation data is collected during the systematic investigation of the quality of the educational program? As you have studied,
the evaluation is intended to provide stakeholders with information about its effectiveness. Its purpose is to lead to conclusions about the program as it
currently exists and to recommendations for improvement of the program. Thus, based on the findings, decisions about the program and related policies
will be made (Fleischer & Christie, 2009, p. 1). The evaluators have carefully conducted an investigation, and they are likely "to anticipate that their work
will be useful to policy makers, program managers, and other stakeholders" (Fleischer & Christie, 2009, p. 2). Because the program evaluation plan you
have been creating is just that—a plan rather than a full evaluation report—it will conclude with your proposal for how to utilize and disseminate the
results of the evaluation, once the results are known. In this unit, you will refine the final component of the program evaluation plan that you developed in
Unit 8. You will also convert your written plan into a PowerPoint presentation, which you can deliver to a specific group of stakeholders for whom you
have created the plan.

Reference

Fleischer, D. N., & Christie, C. A. (2009). Evaluation use: Results from a survey of U.S. American Evaluation Association Members. American Journal of
Evaluation, 30(2), 158–175.

Learning Activities

Readings
Use the Capella library to read Fleischer and Christie's 2009 article, "Evaluation Use: Results From a Survey of U.S. American Evaluation Association
Members," from American Journal of Evaluation, volume 30, issue 2, pages 158–175.

Your final course project is due in Unit 10. It will be a PowerPoint presentation to a specific audience.

Please review the course project information, the Unit 10 assignment description, and the Program Evaluation Plan Scoring Guide to understand the
requirements and grading criteria for this assignment. Also, take a look at the discussions in Unit 8 and 9 as you will be completing some parts of the final
assignment in these discussions.

Course Resources

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

Guidelines for Effective PowerPoint Presentations



u09d1 - Final Evaluation Plan Draft

u09d2 - Planning for Evaluation Results

Unit 10  The Evaluation Plan

Compile the Unit 3, Unit 6, and Unit 8 assignments and incorporate instructor feedback and any other revisions that you now see as needed. Then,
convert it into a PowerPoint presentation. Include a brief description of the handouts that will accompany your PowerPoint presentation and a summary
of the talking points that your audience would be hearing as you deliver the presentation.

After receiving feedback from other learners, you will revise and polish your presentation. Together with the final section that you will post in the second
discussion in this unit, this will become your program evaluation plan to be submitted in Unit 10.

Response Guidelines
Respond to the posts of at least two other learners. Provide feedback to assist each learner in making revisions to the PowerPoint presentation of his or
her program evaluation plan. What recommendations do you have for the learner regarding the content and sequence of the slides? Regarding the
format of the slides? Are any components missing, or would any benefit from additional development? Would any part of the presentation be more
appropriately delivered in the talking points or in the handouts?

Course Resources

In this discussion, you will post your recommendations for utilizing and disseminating the results of the evaluation. For this, revise and polish your Unit 8
discussion post based on peer feedback and post the revised version to this discussion.

You may post this either in text format (to be converted to PowerPoint format in Unit 10), or as PowerPoint slides, together with a summary of the talking
points to be developed for the Unit 10 assignment, which your audience would be hearing as you deliver this part of your presentation.

Response Guidelines
Respond to the posts of at least two other learners. Provide feedback to assist each learner in making final revisions to this section of his or her program
evaluation plan. Whether the post consists of written description or PowerPoint slides, respond with recommendations regarding the content and
sequence of the description of how the results of the evaluation will be utilized and disseminated. What information in the learner's post might be
appropriately delivered in the talking points or in the handouts? What information should be presented as PowerPoint slides for the intended audience?

Course Resources

Introduction

You have now completed a foundational study of educational program evaluation, a valuable addition to your knowledge and skills applicable to a
position in the field of adult education. In addition to submitting your final course project in this unit, you are invited to consider how you will use this
knowledge as you continue in your academic program and plan for the enhancement of your current career or the beginning of a new career. How will
you represent on your résumé or curriculum vitae your knowledge of evaluation?

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide



u10s1 - Studies

u10a1 - Program Evaluation Plan

Learning Activities

Campus Resources
Review the Campus resource Job Search Tools from Capella Career Center.

Discussion Preparation
To prepare for this unit's discussion:

• Review the document "The Difference Between a Vitae and a Resume" to determine whether a résumé or a CV is the most appropriate document
for your current or future career position.

• Access Resumes or Curriculum Vitae on Campus. Examine the links under Format, Content, and Customize Your CV or Customize Your Resume.

Assignment Overview
In this unit, you will submit your final program evaluation plan. This has to be submitted as a PowerPoint presentation for a specific audience.

By successfully completing this assessment, you will demonstrate your proficiency in the following course competencies and assessment criteria:

• Formulate assessment and evaluation strategies into a program evaluation plan for adult education to promote continuous quality improvement.
◦ Justify purposes of program evaluation for continuous quality improvement.
◦ Articulate the importance of stakeholders in successful evaluation efforts.

• Apply AI concepts and techniques to the practice of evaluation.
• Apply the program evaluation standards of the JCSEE to program evaluation.
• Communicate in a manner that is scholarly, professional, and consistent with expectations for members of the education profession.

Assignment Description
For the final project, submit two documents: 1.) a PowerPoint presentation with talking points and 2.) A Word document of handouts intended for your
specific audience. Provide validation of claims and assertions by including and citing relevant examples and supporting evidence from the assigned
readings. Using a writing style and terminology appropriate for a professional program evaluation plan, complete the following:

• Compile the assignments in Units 3, 6, and 8, incorporating revisions based on instructor and, if appropriate, peer feedback.
• Conclude the plan with your discussion post in the second discussion in Unit 9, in which you proposed strategies to utilize the results for continuous

quality improvement of the educational process.
• Convert your written components to an appropriately formatted and designed PowerPoint presentation (use the resource “Guidelines for Effective

PowerPoint Presentations” in u09s2). Your final course project will include talking points for each slide (what you would be stating while your
audience views the slides), and an additional slide to present references. It will not include your interview or survey items, for those are to be in your
handouts, described below.

• Construct a minimum of three handouts to be provided for your PowerPoint presentation: The first handout is to be an outline of the program
evaluation plan (not copies of the slides themselves); the second is to be your AI-designed interview protocol; the third is to be your survey. These
handouts may all be in one Word document.

Submission Requirements
Your Evaluation Plan should meet the following requirements:

• PowerPoint presentation: Effectively designed slides to present the components of the program evaluation plan. Refer to Guidelines for
Effective PowerPoint Presentations (given in the resources) for PowerPoint best practices.

• Written communication: Written communication is free of errors that detract from the overall message.
• APA formatting: Resources and citations are formatted according to current APA style and formatting.
• Length: 15–20 slides, each with talking points, and an additional slide to present references. A minimum of three handouts: an outline of the

program evaluation plan (not copies of the slides themselves), the interview protocol, and the survey.
• Font and font size: Appropriate for a PowerPoint presentation to the intended audience.



u10d1 - Adding the Evaluation Plan to Your CV or Résumé

Refer to the Program Evaluation Plan Scoring Guide to ensure that you meet the grading criteria for this assignment.

Portfolio Prompt: You may choose to save this learning activity to your ePortfolio.

Note: Your instructor may also use the Writing Feedback Tool to provide feedback on your writing. In the tool, click the linked resources for helpful writing
information.

Course Resources

You have now completed a foundational study of educational program evaluation, a valuable addition to your knowledge and skills applicable to a
position in the field of higher education. For this discussion, you will develop a brief, succinct description of what you have accomplished and what skills
you have acquired. Carefully study the resources provided in this unit. Using those resources, create an appropriate entry to your CV or résumé, briefly
describing your knowledge and skills pertaining to program evaluation. Be sure to state in what section of your CV or résumé this description will appear.

Please note: This will be a very brief discussion post, for what you include on your CV or résumé must be concise, specific, and selective. Do not make
any reference to this course or to being a student. You have acquired knowledge and skills that are appropriate in a professional setting.

Response Guidelines
Respond to the posts of at least two other learners. Taking the role of an advisor who is assisting with the development of the learner's résumé or CV,
what strengths do you see in the learner's description of his or her knowledge and skills pertaining to program evaluation? To what extent is this
information presented logically and clearly? Is it in the most appropriate section of the CV or résumé? Suggest recommendations for making
improvements.

Course Resources

ePortfolio

APA Style and Format

Guidelines for Effective PowerPoint Presentations

Writing Feedback Tool

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide




